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Particle Interactions

● Consider five different kinds of interactions
○ Energy loss of heavy charged particles
○ Electron and positron energy loss (light particles!)
○ Interaction of Photons
○ Electromagnetic showers
○ Strong interactions of hadrons: hadron showers
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Interaction Probability

● Interaction probability depends on density and thickness of target
○ P proportional to ρ d (1/cm2)

■ ρ is the number density of the target particles
○ Take a target with N2 particles and surface S: N2/S = ρ d
○ The cross-section (σ) givens the interaction probability for each incident 

particle
○ Interaction rate given by R=N1 σ N2/S=(N1 σ ρ d )
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Mean Free Path

● Mean distance between collisions of particle traversing matter 
given by:
○ Determined by the interaction rate of particle traveling a distance dx and 

then undergoing an interaction
■ R /d = N1 σ ρ

○ Probability of an interaction between x and x+dx
■ w dx = (R/d) dx / N1=σ ρ dx 

○ Probability of not interacting
■ P(x+dx) = P(x) (1- w dx) → d P(x) / dx = -wP(x)
■ P(x) = e-wx

● Mean free path λ=1/w=1/(σ ρ) and P(x)=exp(-x/λ)
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Heavy Charged Particles -- Ionisation
● Includes all charged particles besides electrons and positrons

○ At relatively low energies (keV to GeV)
○ Energy loss dominated by electromagnetic interactions with atomic electrons 

(orbits 10-10 m vs. 10-14 m for nuclear size)
○ Transfer part of the energy of the particle to an atomic electron

■ Results in ionisation of atom (typical binding energies < keV)
● The cross-section is pretty small (10-17 cm2) but the huge density 

(6x1023 /g) makes this is the most important contribution
○ 10 MeV protons lose all their energy in less than 1 mm of Cu

● Sometimes the electrons liberated in initial collision are able to ionise 
other atoms
○ Called δ-electrons and leave localised blobs of ionisation 5



Here we dive into some derivations…

Following Chapter 2 of Leo, then William’s notes
Baseline assumptions:
● Incoming charged particles are heavy

○ Heavier than electrons so inelastic collisions with 
electrons don’t change its trajectory much

● Not too heavy to be comparable to nuclei
○ Otherwise effects of nuclei collisions need to be 

considered
● Energy transferred in each collision is small
● Number of collisions per path length is huge
● Averaged energy loss per unit length: 6



Classical derivations

● Calculate momentum impulse
on an electron

● Gauss’s Law

● So
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Assume interaction 
happens fast and the 
electron doesn’t move



Classical derivations (II)

● Electron density Ne, look at a shell (b → b+db, dx), energy lost 
to all electrons in this shell is

● Can’t integrate from b=0 to b→∞: invalid for large and small b
● Need to estimate bmax and bmin that are reasonable.
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Classical derivations (III)

● For bmin, recall max energy gained in a collision is
○ Thus

● For bmax,  energy transfer needs to be fast. If the electron bound 
state frequency is 𝝂, the interaction time                 needs to be 
smaller than 1/ (averaged 𝝂) 

●
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Fine for 𝞪, not good for p
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Bethe-Bloch formula
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Interpretation

● At low β, 
○ Collision time ~ 1/β, momentum transfer ~ 1/β, energy ~ 1/β2

● As β→ 1,                                     dominates
○ “Relativistic rise”
○ Starts at βɣ~3.5-4

● Material begins to polarise as ɣ goes even higher
○ Density correction

⍵p is the plasma frequency
● The density effect cancels the relativistic rise around

                  , ~1000 in gases, ~10 in silicon                                     
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Minimum Ionizing Particles (MIPs)

● Most relativistic particles (e.g., cosmic-ray muons) have mean 
energy loss rates close to the minimum
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Note: Most probable 
energy isn’t averaged 
energy
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Multiple Scattering

● As particles traverse a
medium they are deflected
by many small angles
○ Collisions mainly with nuclei in the material
○ Columb scattering

● For ~98% of cases can approximate by Gaussian with

● X0 is the radiation length of the medium
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● For z=1, β→1, above formula varies from measurements by 
less than 10%

● For 1E-3 < x/x0 < 1E2, often enough: 
● In practical applications (particle traversing more than 1 

material), it is better to compute combined x & x0 and apply 
above formula once.
○ Scattering angles are not independent → Cannot just sum in quadraqure
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Bremsstrahlung

● For electrons, Brem 
dominates in high energy, 
ionisation in low energy

● Where the two breaks 
even is called “critical 
energy”
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Radiation Length

● Define as the thickness of material in units of (g/cm2)-1

○ Over which a high energy electron loses all but e-1 of its energy
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Quoted from PDG



Photon interactions
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